
I can learn about 
Christmas in Spain!

Feliz Navidad!
(Merry Christmas)



Polvorones
Polvorones or Mantecados are shortbread 
biscuits, usually made with almonds. They are 
very popular at Christmas time in Spain. You can 
leave the almonds out if making them at school!



El Gordo!

In Spain there is a special lottery each year on the 
22nd December. This is called ‘El Gordo’. It means 
the fat one! It is the biggest lottery pay out of the 
year. Whole villages and companies often take 
part in this. The tickets are expensive, usually 
around 20 euros.



Christmas Eve

Most families eat their main Christmas meal on Christmas Eve. 
The traditional Spanish Christmas dinner is 'Pavo Trufado de 
Navidad' which is Turkey stuffed with truffles. In coastal 
regions, the most popular meal for Christmas Eve and for 
Christmas Day is seafood. This might include calamari (squid).



Jamón
It is popular to buy a leg of ham at Christmas time. Sometimes the cost 
can be between 70 and 100 euros or more. Jamón is a special type of 
dry cured ham produced in Spain.







Reyes Magos!
Children in Spain have two lots of presents, at 
Christmas and also on 6th January. Epiphany is 
celebrated on 6th January. In Spanish, Epiphany is 
called 'Fiesta de Los tres Reyes Mages': in English this 
means 'The festival of the three Magic Kings'. 



A special cake called 'Roscón' is eaten at Epiphany. 
Roscón means 'ring shape roll'. It is bought from a 
bakeries in the morning of 6th January. Roscón can be 
filled with cream or chocolate. Inside the cake a coin is 
hidden and if you find it, then you are the king or 
queen for the day!



Lesson Ideas!

• Make a Christmas card in Spanish.

• Make a recipe book with simple lists of ingredients and for older 
children simple sets of instructions to follow.

• Play pass the parcel with objects linked to Spanish Christmas or with 
images, pass a bag around and when the music stops, take out the 
object and say what it is in Spanish, talk about it, do the children 
know what it is?

• Create a Spanish menu for a Christmas eve meal in Spain which links 
to a particular region for example seafood is more popular at 
Christmas in coastal regions.



More lesson ideas….

• Food tasting where possible or making Spanish foods linked to 
Christmas and then using preferences in Spanish to say ‘Me gusta… or 
No me gusta…. Extending to sentences with reasons and the use of 
conjunctions for older children.

• Creating word searches as a lesson starter for children to locate 
Spanish Christmas vocabulary which they can hook onto phrases they 
already know for example a wordsearch with toy vocabulary which 
they could then use to create their own list of what they would like 
for Christmas.

• A letter to Father Christmas in Spanish


